
M Factory 671 

Chapter 671: Huge Industrial Monster speed. 

Brigganshaw and his gang of strangers have gone mad, they suspected they have auditory hallucinations 

in their ears, or the high temperature in Bayu City has made their brains confused, how else could they 

hear such nonsensical language? 

"Mr. Ye, since you opened your mouth, not to mention this barren mountain, we can open another land 

without any problem." 

"If you think the barren hills behind Field No 1 are suitable, we'll give it to you for free." 

"We will also organize the relevant technical personnel to learn advanced technology and benefit the 

people of Bayu City." 

Ridiculous words kept ringing in Briganshaw's ears, but these were spoken by the district manager and 

the town mayor. The district chief had just assured him that the barren hill could not be changed. Now 

he gives it to Ye Qing in the blink of an eye and moreover for free, it's so thorough, without even 

thinking about it. 

"Mr. District Manager, ~" Brigginshaw didn't care about his image and ran to interrupt the rhetoric of 

the two leaders: "~You just said that the arid hill could not be changed into an urban area and that it 

should be full of flowers and plants~." 

"~ The No1 plot of land has been allocated to us. If you allow the Huge Industrial Monster to build an 

energy service center above us, won't our geographical advantages vanish?" 

"This..." excitedly, district chief Wang recalls that he instantly refused briganshaw's request, but he was 

a man who had been trained in administration for a long time so he turned head and prepared a big 

excuse. 

"Mr. Briganshaw, I can't say the same. Our city of Bayu has many mountains and flat commercial land is 

always scarce just like for this international automobile city, it is also the last resort to build in the arid 

mountains. I said before that we plan to have green areas and we should plant on the arid hills, it is also 

to decorate the landscape around the automobile city." 

"But if the Huge Industrial Monster has the ability to reclaim an open space on a barren hill and build an 

energy service center, it's not to break the unavailability of the barren hills, but for our citizens of Bayu 

City, we will develop a new layout for urban construction. Moreover, the decorative effect of flowers 

and plants is never so disturbed by a high-tech industrial building!" 

Brigginshaw was stunned, listening to the District Chief talk nonsense, and it took him several seconds to 

react. 

"Director Wang, why did I propose to build a warehouse on the arid mountain before, and you don't 

agree?" 

"I was thinking about cost and technology," Director Wang changed the expression that you do not 

understand his painstaking efforts to find a good excuse: "Arid mountain; the reason I refused is that it is 

an arid mountain is that it is covered by rocks and it is impossible to use explosives to open a road to the 



mountain from the city center. Your company wants to build a warehouse. Not to mention the cost of 

rehabilitation, how much will it cost to build a road from the ground to the top of the mountain?~" 

"~ Mr. Briganshaw, the technology mastered by the Huge Industrial Monster is different from your 

automotive industry. Since they have this plan, they must have a way to solve these problems. ~" 

"~ Your company and Huge Industrial Monster have equal importance in my heart. I understand the 

principle of two water leveling bowls, Mr. Briganshaw, if you want to build a warehouse. You can choose 

any other place except the barren hill behind plot No 1, and you can also build this warehouse if you 

wish." 

"I will build your... ... mom." 

Brigganshaw didn't know how much effort it had taken to resist the urge to smack the guy in the face 

with his fist. 

Once the energy service center will be built on top of the barren hill behind the technology exhibition 

center, and they are going to build on the open space will become everyone's laughingstock. Building 

the Huge Industrial Monster will fly over their heads, isn't it a laughing stock? 

Briganshaw noticed that the mayor and district manager seemed to beg the young president to build a 

service center, which made him realize that there was no chance for the recovery of this place. He didn't 

understand what kind of demonic tricks the young president had used to charm the mayor and the head 

of the district and he only had to rely on the fact that the Huge Industrial Monster did not have the 

necessary technology to establish an energy service center in this arid hill. 

"Mr. Ye, you also heard Mr. District Chief say that it is impossible to use explosives to open a road to the 

mountain from urban areas. Therefore, your idea of establishing a service center on an arid mountain 

cannot be technically realized. It is still expensive, and even in two years this service center will not be 

built." Briganshaw hoped to use harsh reality to change the young CEO's mind. 

"Mr. Briganshaw, the district manager also said that we have different technologies." 

"In the city of Shanghai, Longxi Beach, there are also barren hills and rocks everywhere. In the eyes of 

other people who thought that I could not build a factory, is the main factory of the Huge Industrial 

Monster.? 

"Mr. Briganshaw, you know, how long is it going to take us to get a factory lot up there?" 

"How long! … how long?" Briganshaw asked sternly. 

…… 

Brigganshaw didn't get an answer, because the young president only responded with an inscrutable 

smile, but that night he realized how different they were from the Huge Industrial Monster. 

They have already photographed the No. 1 plot of land. Disregarding the energy service center, their 

common German automobile brand technology exhibition center will naturally be built as soon as 

possible because Tanjiawanzhen International Automobile City will officially open some areas to the 

world outdoors next month. 



On the Briganshaw side, they have already used the maximum speed and sent the data from the No 1 

plot to Germany in the afternoon. The designer will design the layout of the surrounding roads of the 

exhibition center in three days at the latest, and they will build it as soon as possible. The negotiation of 

the construction of the exhibition center on the No.1 land plot has also started, and their company was 

ready to cooperate with a well-known construction company in Bayu city to build it as soon as possible, 

but it was then that they did their best and nothing was ready yet. The equipment of the Huge Industrial 

Monster had already entered the Motor City... 

The four rigs that had piled up in the Motor City looked strange. Even Briganshaw, born in Germany, a 

country at the cutting edge of industrial technology, could not have known what precisely this industrial 

equipment is used for. These were four upgraded versions of the Mechanical Colossus Type I. In 

addition, from the cities where the first 100 energy service centers were located, their related industrial 

equipment was shipped from all parts of the country to here. 

Bayu City radiates throughout the Southwest region, which is naturally the top priority. 

That night, Briganshaw, who had been restless during the day, fell asleep, because, after many inquiries, 

he finally understood why the Bayu city government was so spineless. The Huge Industrial Monster 

should invest in the construction of two industrial sewage treatment plants in the city of Bayu as a 

priority, one of which is located in the Jiangbei district... Who would have thought that the Huge 

Industrial Monster still hides such a killer? 

Knowing this, Brigginshaw was certain of a hundred things; he could not lead the German and American 

automakers who wanted to kick out the Huge Industrial Monster from the international automobile city 

of Tanjiawanzhen to ensure their lineage of imported luxury car brands. Well now, in addition to not 

being able to kick it out, he even got a "fairy" crown on top of his head and leaned it on it. 

The next morning, Briganshaw came to the international city of the automobile with his panda eyes and 

planned to meet with a group of colleagues to discuss how to handle with the energy services center the 

Huge Industrial Monster that will hang in above his head and discovered that his group of colleagues 

had long been standing beside plot No 1, staring at the barren hill above them like wooden stakes. A few 

seconds later, he also stood still. 

These four large-scale construction machinery and equipment, for some unknown reason, three of them 

have already climbed to the top of the arid mountain using their mechanical arms and hummed 

"boom~boom~" to dig the gravel, and in front of these three devices, hard rocks' turned into Chinese 

tofu. 

The indescribably shocking scene drew many renovation workers and managers in suits to the Motor 

City to watch. Their mouths opened wide in an O-shape, and their cell phones and cameras battled, and 

whenever a rock was easily chiseled into pieces, they made a conditioned reflex, followed by a cry of 

"Ah!". 

At this time, at the end of the road that stretched to the foot of the mountain, more than 20 dump 

trucks are parked. The gravel that was pounded was constantly being loaded into the dump trucks by 

another strange ground machine in the body of the truck. 

Briganshaw felt that the shocks in his life were all in use today. 



In just one night's work, Briganshaw looked towards this mountain... This barren mountain, that looked 

like a hamburger turned out to be jagged rocks. This barren mountain was all chiseled to pieces and on 

the barren mountain, there was a simple winding road going up the mountain. 

Brigganshaw also saw an acquaintance, the young man who bid with him on the auction site yesterday. 

He didn't even know his name, but the young man had dressed in a striking yellow jumpsuit and a hard 

hat, and sat down in a folding tent, commanding the construction site with a good mood. 

Brigganshaw saw him, and he saw Brigganshaw. 

Jiang Xiao shouted: "Mr. Briganshaw, you really need to speed up on your side. Our Huge Industrial 

Monster contracted an entire freight train last night. At two o'clock in the morning, no more 

construction machinery and building materials arrived in Bayu City." 

"In two days, we have to finish the construction of a two-lane steel road from the ground to the top of 

the barren hill." 

"Mr. Brigginshaw, are you surprised, or is it unexpected?" 

Chapter 672: African guests. 

The whole park was thrown into a visual feast because of the changes in this barren mountain. Many 

leaders of the engineering team who entered the site to be responsible for the decoration all tried their 

best to gather under Jiang Xiao's simple canopy. Zhonghua, Su Yan, and Yuxi did not form roots but 

scattered in his arms in bundles. They wanted to learn about these upgraded Mechanical Colossus Type 

Is. They are experts and they can naturally see that the four machines in front of them, although their 

physique looks a bit like big excavators, can also do all the work of excavators but these two concepts 

are completely different, and the work of the excavator in front of the work, they do is like the gap 

between a paralyzed patient and an Olympic athlete. 

To give a simple example; letting an excavator carry a big boulder up to five tons to the dump truck not 

to mention driving up the mountain basically doesn't think about it if the boulder is over five tons she 

couldn't do it do, because lifting and shipping are two different things. The excavator may be able to lift 

five tons frontally, and when the body is loaded, the excavator will have an unstable lateral center of 

gravity and overturn, but the machines in front of them were different: a stone weighing more than ten 

tons was gently grasped by two giant mechanical claws, and it was easier for him to position it in the 

bucket of the truck than a farmer grabbing a chicken, and when there was a stone too wide and the 

bucket couldn't accommodate it, the machine at the ground simply raised the robotic arm and backed 

up with a rammer, and the mechanical claws pulled back and replaced with a gravel hammer, then he 

smashed the scarred rock to shreds. 

Ah, if those engineering teams can see the upgraded Mechanical Colossus Type I working on the plains. 

But behold, here is Bayu City, a place called a mountain city, where you can open your eyes and close 

your eyes and you only see mountains. That kind of giant steel beast that regards barren mountains as 

flat ground and solid stones as nothing, how can they not excite them? 

Jiang Xiao also knew all about this and, by the way, he knew that the upgraded Mechanical Colossus 

Type I was not introduced to the market. But the first generation of the improved Mechanical Colossus 



Type I has already been launched in the market, and these people may have heard of the Mechanical 

Colossus Type I before. have ever seen with their own eyes, and it didn't take long for a little video of 

the upgraded Mechanical Colossus Type I to come out from here into the circle of friends of many Bayu 

City citizens where it was announced; The Huge Industrial Monster, within two days, will build a steel 

bridge from the ground to the top of the arid mountain, and the news has also circulated in the circle of 

friends. 

At noon, many citizens of the surrounding area chose to take their children there to open their eyes and 

deepen their knowledge. In the huge automobile city, there were parking spaces everywhere. The 

canteen originally opened for construction workers also had ice cans ready to drink. These parents 

smiled and stood outside the security line, pointing to the machines at the top of the mountain and 

telling their children who were drinking ice cold cans that it was the 'Transformers' in the video from 

their phones mobile. 

Even reporters from the Bayu City TV station eagerly came with their cameras. 

………… 

At this time, Ye Qing had just boarded the Peregrine Falcon and taken off for Shanghai. 

Last night, the Bayu city government gave her a warm welcome, and the next morning they visited 

together with the site of the Bayu city sewage treatment plant, which is about to be built. 

The whole process went very well. Bayu City's strong ionization sewage treatment system was set up a 

day early. Even before the recently planned barren mountains were absurdly given to the Huge 

Industrial Monster to build an energy service center. Not to mention the details of the settlement. 

Like other cities near water, Bayu City sewage treatment plant is also jointly funded and constructed by 

Huge Industrial Monster and the local government. The Huge Industrial Monster provides equipment 

and technical support, and Bayu City is responsible for building the factory. The cost of sewage 

treatment is collected from various factories that flow sewage and both parties will divide this money 

fifty-fifty. 

Originally, the municipal government of Bayu had to spend huge sums of money every year to subsidize 

the industrial wastewater treatment system. Now the president of Huge Industrial Monster has stepped 

in, and in less than two months they can turn losses into profits. Now, not to mention adding a fixed 

income, it can also completely solve the water pollution caused by industrial sewage. 

Bayu municipal government leaders are all satisfied. Ye Qing is also very happy, of course not because of 

extra income. The sewage treatment system pays attention to the long flow of water, Dividend 

commissions paid quarterly are not exaggerated. However, when the strong ionization system slowly 

spreads in the provinces, the quarterly dividend fee will become exaggerated, becoming another golden 

rooster for the Huge Industrial Monster. 

Ye Qing was only impressed by the foreigners' expressions yesterday, especially when the mayor and 

district chief were cheating on Briganshaw with wide eyes. 

Watching the land quickly pass outside the porthole, Ye Qing contentedly leaned back on the soft and 

comfortable chair. Standing next to him were two beautiful ladies in flight attendant uniforms and a 



glass of aged brandy produced by Latu Mansion, highlighting his happy and natural life. If there weren't 

too many people around him, he would even be ready to take the peregrine falcon to travel around the 

world. Unfortunately, the pleasant trip ended abruptly after an hour and the peregrine falcon landed at 

Shanghai Airport. 

A lightning-fast Shi Lei stood beside the exclusive Peregrine Falcon hangar waiting for Ye Qing. He got 

into the car and had planned to return to business first, but when the car drove past the airport parking 

lot, he, who was bored watching the scenery from the window, suddenly let out a loud noise and told 

the driver to pull over. 

As they lined up on the runway, two flights landed in front of them. At this time, there were only a few 

dozen passengers in the parking area, standing in front of the taxi aisle, waiting for a taxi, Ye Qing saw 

two African men with large gray canvas bags standing there, looking around, waiting for the Taxi. These 

two Africans are a tall one and a short one. Ye Qing actually knew the little one! 

"Hey ~ Mr. Buzz!" With the car window rolled down, Ye Qing laughed and shouted at the two dark-

skinned men. 

Ye Qing made no mistake; the little black man turned his head in surprise. After seeing Ye Qing sitting in 

the car, he immediately showed a surprised look in his eyes. 

"Mr. Ye!" Buzz hurriedly kicked the young man next to him, then trotted off with a large canvas bag, and 

said in fluent Chinese: "That's too surprising, Mr. Ye. I heard someone call my name just now. I'm always 

surprised that I can meet a Chinese friend in the city of Shanghai, but I didn't expect it to be President 

Ye." 

"I just got off the plane to go back to the company, and you are..." 

Buzz scratched his head, what can he do in Shanghai? Naturally, he came here with the purpose of going 

to the Huge Industrial Monster to meet Ye Qing. Last year, Buzz visited the city of Shanghai. At that time, 

he was similar to today, carrying a large canvas bag filled with exquisite gifts. He was from Nigeria, and 

he was the logistics chief of General Mopu, Ye Qing's partner in Nigeria. Every year, he personally came 

to China twice to purchase a large number of necessary products at a low price and high quality. 

Ye Qing invited him to get in the car, and Buzz was understandably polite and accepted his invitation; he 

had already called the company to make an appointment with Ye Qing, and since the company did not 

know when Ye Qing would be back he planned to go and live in a hotel near the company, but he did not 

know and didn't expect to meet him at the airport. 

"Come here, why are you bringing so many gifts?" When he got into the car, Ye Qing smiled and politely 

patted Buzz on the shoulder. 

"These are not just gifts." Buzz was a little embarrassed: "I also brought minerals this time, Mr. Ye, you 

know, we are too backward in Nigeria, no matter what we dig, the first thing we think about is whether 

we can have it exchanged with money or not. ~" 

"~ General Mopu has now annexed a third of the southern zone. When we surveyed the new sphere of 

influence, we found minerals. But we don't know much about them, so this time I brought some 

samples, and I would like to ask President Ye to help us identify and value them." 



Chapter 673: Loans and minerals. 

We do not know if this part of Africa was forgotten by God, or if the local population simply could not 

cross the wall. Obviously sitting on rich resources, but poor and become a ghost. 

During his trip to Africa last year, Ye Qing was deeply impressed by the poverty there. But again, 

backward and impoverished Africa could not sell the various metals buried in its lands and of high 

quality as manufactured goods. Much like China, it is clearly sitting on the same expensive minerals but 

has become the largest mineral importing country in the world because the ores stored in the country 

were not enough to fuel their own industries... 

When Ye Qing heard that Buzz had brought minerals here for identification, he was more interested in 

these minerals than gifts. At present, most of Huge Industrial Monster's copper and aluminum mines are 

imported from Nigeria. The rest of the commonly used metals are purchased domestically and imported 

from Australia. As for the most wide consumed steel, limonite is found in Longxitan and is extracted by 

mining. 

With the development of the Huge Industrial Monster, the demand for metallic minerals has become 

more and more diversified. In the past, copper, iron, and aluminum could dominate its demands in the 

world market. Today, there are so many metallic minerals, non-metallic minerals, and compounds that 

mineral resource experts have a headache trying to find them. 

During the conversation with Buzz, Shi Lei quickly arrived at the Huge Industrial Monster's building. 

Now Ye Qing finally doesn't have to worry, if he parks his car inside the building, he won't be surrounded 

by many local tyrant bosses. Since the completion of the Shi Lei car production base until now, the Huge 

Industrial Monster has urgently distributed 20,000 Shi Lei vehicles to all provinces nationwide. Even if 

consumers still cannot receive the car at present, as long as they pay some amount as a deposit, they 

still have to queue for the car, and usually, within half a month they will receive it. 

Unlike the previously imposed full payment which no shopkeeper dared to accept because even they 

didn't know whether to wait three or six months before receiving a Shi Lei car, now that they had to 

wait, and the time wait is bearable, no one will naturally come to the Huge Industrial Monster Building 

to buy a car on the spot at a high price. 

Along the way, Buzz and the young man, he brought looked at the Shi Lei car more than looking at Ye 

Qing. The interior of the Shi Lei car has already amazed them too much. Buzz has been overseas all year 

and he already considered himself a civilized person with a vision. But sitting in that car he felt filled with 

an indescribable shock, just like the native who ate ice cream for the first time or touched a smartphone 

for the first time or sat in a Rolls-Royce for the first time. 

Upon entering the Huge Industrial Monster Building, the shock was even stronger. As for the young man 

he brought, he was so nervous he dared not say a single word. Upon entering the office, Buzz regained a 

bit of familiarity. Ye Qing's new office, decoration, and furnishings are not too different from that of the 

Blue Sky Building. Some precious ornaments he gave to Ye Qing last year are still on display here, so the 

office is filled with fragrance. 

Smelling the familiar light scent and feeling relaxed, Buzz also recalled the main purpose of this visit. 



"Mr. Ye, actually, I'm here this time to raise General Mopu's money," Buzz patted the large canvas bag 

beside him, "Mr. Ye, you know, we in Anute, we have several million people in poverty, and the main 

source of income can only be based on mineral exports. General Mopu, the master of the Anute region, 

could still rely on mineral exports to be self-sufficient, but now we have annexed all the territory of our 

old enemy, General Babulu, in the Nsukka region which was under his control to our territory, and we 

are still poor, not only do we have diamond mines, but we even have a lot of mines of expensive 

metals.~" 

"~ We have recruited more troops from the original 5,000 soldiers and police to 10,000 now, targeting 

the entire southern region, but the huge gap between rich and poor in various regions forces us to 

spend a lot of money to help those poor people who can't even wear shoes, first build confidence to 

survive, otherwise what's the point of laying down in the whole southern region a woolen sheet? ~" 

"~ So... Therefore, we want to find Chairman Ye. In addition to expanding the scale of the mineral and 

diamond trading, we also want... also want to... lend us some money," 

Speaking of which, Buzz couldn't help but blush. 

"To lend?" 

Ye Qing's tone was a little surprised, it was the first time someone had come to ask her to borrow 

money. 

"Mr. Ye, we...we have a mortgage." Buzz quickly explained, "We are using Anute, the diamond mine at 

the junction with Nsukka as a mortgage. Mr. Ye, you know the quality of this diamond mine, it's just that 

the diamond trade has always been dominated by Damn Europeans; we have no choice but to borrow 

money from you. 

…… 

Ye Qing snorted. Diamond mines in Africa are almost the private plots of jewelry companies in Europe. 

General Mopu in search of European loans is like putting sheep in the tiger's mouth. 

…… 

You see, diamond mines produce diamonds, and they will all be developed by the Huge Industrial 

Monster. Making a loan is actually equivalent to paying the mine in advance, and this can increase the 

interest brought by the loan. Although no one has borrowed money from Huge Industrial Monster in the 

past, money can still be borrowed. 

The last time the monsters drove armored vehicles straight to Port Harcourt to get that rare giant 

diamond, they showed their might. Ye Qing believed in General Mopu and dared not play anything in 

this regard. So Ye Qing asked Buzz: "How much loan do you plan to take out and how long will it take to 

pay it off?" 

"200 million US dollars, we plan to pay it back in two years, and the interest will be paid according to the 

interest of the loan from the Bank of China, Mr. Ye... Can you think about it?" 

200 million US dollars, almost a year's share of the diamond trade, now that the partner has spoken, Ye 

Qing does not care about earning interest charges. 



With Ye Qing's approval, Buzz was overjoyed and opened the canvas bag. 

"In addition, I would like disturbing Chairman Ye to help us detect the ore we brought this time. This is 

what we found at the new site. If there is any mining value, we will immediately organize people to 

exploit these mines on a large scale." 

Buzz pulled out of the bag a rectangular wooden box, divided into four compartments, each containing 

several pieces of gravel the size of a baby's fist. This rubble varies in color and appearance. The first grid 

is a reddish-brown stone that looks like a crystal. The second type is black. Ye Qing weighed it with his 

hands and found the stone was very dense. The third, the fourth, Ye Qing was sure that they do not 

belong to metallic minerals. 

The second type of ore caught Ye Qing's attention because it was denser than the other types, which 

often meant it was rich in rare metals. However, Ye Qing couldn't be sure until the test results came out. 

He only knew more than ten types of ferrous metal minerals. So, he called a Master Metal Expert from 

the secret lab and asked him to bring these stones to the lab for testing. 

...... 

The Master Metal Expert is skilled in the processing and production of non-metallic materials. As soon as 

he got the minerals in the wooden box, he immediately identified the two types of non-metallic 

minerals inside. 

By the time he received the wooden box, the metal expert had also identified the other two metallic 

minerals. Of course, the content and composition of these minerals still need to be tested. 

Half an hour later, the test report came out, and the moment Ye Qing received the report, Buzz and the 

men around him couldn't help but straighten their bodies and became very nervous. This kind of feeling 

is really like one who bought a lottery ticket and was waiting for the outcome of the game. 

What if one of those minerals they don't know is worth more than gold, and then they'll have one more 

golden hen from now on? 

These different types of minerals were mined from the southwestern part of the Nsukka region, located 

on the edge of the Sotu rainforest. As long as you dig a few buckets or look under the mountains, you 

can find a lot of similar stones, and it seems that the reserves are very objective. 

The report was delivered to Ye Qing, but Ye Qing frowned and remained silent for a long time. 

Chapter 674: High standard treatment. 

The three ores are cassiterite, tourmaline, and potassium mica, and the fourth high-density black ore Ye 

Qing cared about turned out to be tungsten manganese ore, with a rating of 56. This one got reaches 

the level of rich ore, wolframite. Wolframite is mainly composed of tungsten and manganese, of which 

manganese occupies the majority. 

Needless to say, tungsten is nature's hardest metal. When smelting cemented carbide in factories, a 

large amount of metallic tungsten is required. Fortunately, tungsten metal can be purchased 

domestically and there is no shortage at present. 



Manganese is a transition metal, and it is needed for desulfurization and deoxidation when factories 

smelt steel. The melting of alloys also requires the participation of manganese to improve the high 

strength and elasticity of the alloy. 

These are not the reasons why Ye Qing frowned. 

Although the above four minerals are uncommon in nature, they are not too rare and can be purchased 

domestically. If the production is large enough and the price is cheap enough, Ye Qing will not hesitate 

to import them from Nigeria and sell them in China to do General Mopu a favor, but there is a problem, 

these minerals seem to be associated with minerals... 

"What is it, Mr. Ye?" Buzz's breathing was a little heavy like he was waiting for the lottery to be drawn. 

Ye Qing did not speak but handed him the report. Buzz has been in China all year buying a lot of gear, 

and he can speak and recognize Chinese. Ye Qing patiently waited for him to read the report and asked: 

"Did you see anything?" 

The latter's eyes are full of confusion, among these ores, and only manganese tungsten ore was heard a 

little. These two metals seem to be more valuable than the copper mines, but on the edge of the Sotu 

rainforest, such black stones are rare, but the other three are often found everywhere. 

"These minerals are all associated minerals." 

"Cassiterite and tungsten are metallic minerals. Tourmaline and potassium mica are non-metallic 

minerals." 

Ye Qing recalled: "These four minerals all have a characteristic. They are easily associated with granitic 

bodies, pegmatite bodies, and hydrothermal deposits. Usually, the associated minerals in such deposits 

are mainly gem-like crystals." 

"Do the ores you brought here look like crystals and gemstones of different colors?" 

Buzz nodded, and because of that, he had high hopes for this deposit. Because ordinary iron ore and 

copper ore are all gray stones, they have a strong metallic feel when in good condition, but these ores 

are different: if broken, the fracture will be as smooth as a sharp blade and will emit a sharded like glass. 

"So... Chairman Ye, are they worth anything?" Buzz looked at Ye Qing who frowned slightly. 

"If the reserves are large, its value is not low," Ye Qing seemed to be thinking of something, and his tone 

was a bit erratic: "What you found should be just one of many minerals associated with this ore 

deposit." 

"As this type of associated ore layer that grows inside the rock and looks like a continuous satin, an ore 

layer is usually mixed with a variety of rare mineral elements. You can pick it up on the surface; this 

should be the debris generated by the movement of the mountain long ago, but none of that matters." 

Ye Qing suddenly raised his head and looked at Buzz with serious eyes: "Are these minerals widely 

distributed locally?" 



"It should be on a very large piece of land," Buzz did his best to organize the appropriate words to 

describe what was going through his mind: "In the southwest of the Nsuka region, there is a tropical 

forest amazing. The rainforest is locally called Sotu, which means rich. ~" 

"~ This tropical forest grows directly on the arid red soil where it stands. It is surrounded by a circle of 

mountains. During the dry season postponed by the rainy season, local people will climb the mountains 

after eating their food supply and will go to the Sotu rainforest to find something to eat. The cassava 

growing there can weigh more than ten kilograms each, and the wild fruits are much larger than the 

outside. ~" 

"~ These ores are all collected from the edge of the mountains and can be collected throughout the Sotu 

Rainforest. If they can be more transparent, the local residents will definitely harvest them as gems." 

"That means their reserves are very rich." Ye Qing's eyes grew more serious. 

"I tell you, these minerals are only a very small part of the associated minerals. In the mountains, there 

should be more extensive associated mineral belts. And in these mineral belts, it is quite possible that 

there is an accompanying mineral that is very important to your Huge Industrial Monster." 

"It's called Monazite." 

"It usually comes in three colors, a red, a yellow and green. But they all have one thing in common, the 

appearance of small crystals, like gemstones clustered together." 

"The different colored monazite represents the difference in the composition of the rare metals it 

contains, of which green is the most prominent.~" 

"~ You come back and immediately ask General Mopu to organize reliable personnel," Ye Qing stood up 

and said slowly, "Let them go around the Sotu rainforest to pick up stones. Especially in cliffs and 

crevices and among rocks. If they can and if they find the type of monazite I spoke of, you must let me 

know as soon as possible." 

"Monazite?" Buzz heard about this ore for the first time. The solemn expression on the face of the 

young president made him realize the importance of this matter. 

"I will ask someone to prepare a set of reagents. If you find a similar gemstone ore, crush it and grind it 

into a powder and pour it into the reagent. If the reagent changes color, it means it is monazite." 

"This kind of...monazite, is it...very valuable?" Buzz really wanted to scratch his ears. He couldn't 

remember the first time he asked Ye Qing if the stone was worth anything. 

…… 

But what can we do? 

Poor Africa, poor Nigeria, and poor General Mopu. For the money, they are even ready to sell all 

available mineral resources. If this kind of behavior is betrayal, Buzz felt that the high sell is far from 

enough to have a good new life, because traitors can usually sell anything to achieve their goal. They are 

still far from this stage and must redouble their efforts to improve the lives of their inhabitants! 

…… 



"It's not about the money." 

Ye Qing smiled and said word by word: "It is a strategic metal and is an extremely important rare earth 

metal mineral in today's electronics industry. It extracts a variety of rare metal elements, and you can 

consider it the equivalent in gold." 

If Buzz is struck by lightning, he doesn't understand the strategy and rare piles of earth, but he 

understands the equivalent of gold and how big the mountain range is around the entire rainforest of 

Sotu. If there are the three colors of gem minerals that Mr. Ye said are hidden in the mountains, 

wouldn't they fly up into the sky leading the fish to jump over the Dragon Gate? No ~ even if there are 

only in one mountain, his country will be developed. 

"Don't get excited yet," Ye Qing patted his shoulder, "Rare is precious. Gold is expensive because its 

reserves are scarce. The same goes for monazite, although it can be linked to this mountain range, it 

might not exist, but whether it exists or not, this matter must be kept secret. Because not only does, we 

want to get it, any industrial company and government in the countries developed want to get this kind 

of thing." 

"Don't worry, Mr. Ye, I will immediately call General Mopu and ask him to arrange his confidants to go to 

the Sotu rainforest to collect stones, and as soon as the monazite is found, I will let you know as soon as 

possible." 

"When will the plane leave again?" 

"After tomorrow, Mr. Ye, as you know, flights from China to Nigeria are not every day." 

"Leave as soon as you have the chemical reagents," Ye Qing said without a doubt: "I will arrange a 

special plane for you, and at the same time I will send Mr. Jin Liuhai to accompany you." 

"Oh!" 

Buzz was surprised Mr. Ye will arrange a special plane for him! The President of Nigeria doesn't get that 

kind of treatment, and Mr. Jin Liuhai will go with him...and he remembered the ambush when General 

Mopu sent a competent general to send Mr. Jin Liuhai to the airport. Mr. Jin Liuhai singled out all the 

enemies, and all the enemies were shot in the eyebrows. 

Chapter 675: General Mopu's choice. 

Two hours later, Buzz arrived at the airport in a Shi Lei car. This time, he no longer has to arrive at the 

airport in advance and wait in line, nor have to deal with extremely complicated immigration 

procedures. All the formalities were handled by the airport staff who were waiting next to the plane, 

Buzz only had to hand over the documents to the stewardess with a sweet smile. 

The whole body is dark, like the peregrine falcon made of the best metal in the world. For Buzz, it is as 

extravagant as the Garden of Eden in myths and legends. Sitting on the soft and comfortable white seat, 

he felt his whole soul sublimated. He took some selfies and some videos and let the subordinates help 

him take photos. 

Before the plane took off, Buzz shyly had impersonated the rich and famous and took pictures of himself 

and every corner of the Peregrine Falcon. It's a pity that the more luxurious main seat and the main 



bathroom are inaccessible, but even so, he, who was in his forties, felt he had ushered in the second 

spring of happiness. If it will show a beautiful black pearl, a golden cat, etc. in the future, as long as he 

shows the photo on his phone, the other party will believe him. Thinking about that, he couldn't help 

but admire Ye Qing even more. 

It was himself if he had a plane just like the peregrine falcon. Buzz estimated that he could stay in the 

sky three hundred and sixty days a year, changing girls every night, landing only to add fuel to the plane 

when its tank is empty. 

This beautiful fantasy was shattered by the incredible take-off momentum of the Peregrine Falcon. Buzz 

felt he was being pressed hard on the seat by a big invisible hand, and there was the illusion of the roar 

of a rocket taking off in his ears, and the floor shot away from him like a bullet. Luckily, that exciting 

feeling disappeared quickly. 

After the plane stabilized, he took a deep breath and couldn't help but stares at Mr. Jin Liuhai who was 

sitting next to him. 

"Mr. Jin, how long will it take us to get to Nigeria, so that I can ask General Mopu to send a car to pick us 

up." 

"About eight hours, you can make a call now. There is a satellite communication network system here," 

the Master Metal Expert replied with a blank expression. 

"Eight hours?" 

Poor Buzz couldn't believe it unless the Peregrine Falcon was a fighter plane. However, he still held 

doubts in his heart. This Mr. Jin Liuhai is a "demon king", and he really did not dare to continue to ask 

him how it is and tightly clutched the leather bag he was carrying with him where a small plastic box was 

installed and a total of eight sealed glass test tubes were arranged there. 

Suppressing the curiosity and freshness of taking a private jet for the first time, Buzz couldn't help but 

start sorting out in his mind what Mr. Ye had told him in the office. 

...... 

At 160,000 meters above sea level, the Peregrine Falcon, which was flying at supersonic speed, landed 

on time at Nigeria's only international airport after eight hours of flight, no more and no less. 

After rushing to the Anute area and seeing General Mopu, Buzz first arranged Mr. Jin Liuhai, then quickly 

followed General Mopu into the office. Today's General Mopu is different from the past. 

…… 

Nigeria is a land of chaos and disorder, where only power can hold the truth for eternity. Now Mopu, as 

the most powerful general in all of the Southwest Territory, has vaguely qualified himself to be master 

of all of the Southwest Territory, and all he needed was the money, but without money, even if he 

occupied all of the South West Territory, for him it is a site in ruins, and it is of no use to him. He studied 

in Europe, and his vision is incomparable with the group of brutal and uninformed warlords. 

After getting used to the world of flowers, Mopu wanted to build his own site in a beautiful house with 

modern conditions. It was the best wish in his heart, and it was also the undivided hope that every 



Nigerian who went abroad would see the poverty of his hometown and the strength of the whole 

country of Nigeria which cannot compare to a small county in a developed country. These strong dreams 

arose in his heart. 

Mopu is lucky, his line had long been imprinted with the sovereign gene. The local people had long been 

accustomed to the rule of the Mopu family and loved the benevolent Mopu, and as long as he occupied 

all of the Southwest Territory, he would have a territory large enough to realize his dream. 

As for the government, for Mopu, it is a spectacle. The concept of the tribe still has a place for most 

people in backward Nigeria. The government is an outsider and the people of the southwest share the 

same river. If they had to choose a leader between Mopu and the government, there is no doubt that 

the people will choose Mopu. General Mopu is their own man, he can guarantee them that they will not 

starve, and what can the government do? 

General Mopu arrived at the right time and at the right place, only the money was missing. 

…… 

"This is how it all happened. Chairman Ye not only sent a special plane to bring me back but also asked 

Mr. Jin Liuhai to accompany me," In the office, Buzz honestly reported all the conversations that took 

place in Shanghai to General Mopu: "General, in your opinion, how much will a private plane cost?" Buzz 

also tried to describe the details of the Peregrine Falcon and emphasized the concept of supersonic 

speed. 

General Mopu's heart skipped a beat, even during those years of study in Europe. He had never heard of 

a rich man in Europe or America, who could afford to be so ostentatious, not even those princes of the 

desert. 

Private jets and supersonic private jets are two completely different concepts. 

"It seems... We don't have the right to choose," after listening to his subordinate's description, General 

Mopu sighed: "If the monazite was really on the border of the Sotu rainforest, then Mr. Ye will definitely 

not let it go. The special plane and the dispatch of Mr. Jin have already made his attitude clear." 

"Yes, Mr. Ye said monazite is a strategic material. If it exists, not only he but also European and 

American countries will be here if they know about it." 

"Secrets can't be kept. If we mine monazite, it's impossible to block all the links," General Mopu's 

expression was a bit unnatural: "The Sotu rainforest is too big, and we can't dedicate so much 

manpower." 

"General, Mr. Ye said the mining of this ore is very complicated. If monazite is found, he will send a 

professional mining team. We are only responsible for marginal matters." 

General Mopu nodded and welcomed the confidant to sit together on the chair: "Buzz, Ye, did him say, 

after the discovery of monazite, how to divide the interest?" 

"We didn't discuss this. Mr. Ye said monazite was only possible. But Mr. Ye is not a stingy person. I think 

interests should satisfy us." 



"Benefits always come with risks, compared to European and American jackals that eat people and only 

spit out the bones. Mr. Ye is indeed a friend, so let's try to find monazite. You immediately gather a 

team of 500 people and go to the surrounding rainforest of Sotu. Tell them that whoever finds the 

monazite will be rewarded with a thousand dollars." 

Buzz nodded solemnly. 

After dismissing Buzz, General Mopu remained alone in the office, staring at the map of the southern 

region hanging on the wall, in a trance. 

Although there were a few words ravaging his mind, he did not talk in-depth with his subordinate, but 

he knew that this subordinate who had been with him for many years knew in his heart how important 

this matter was for him. 

Chairman Ye's power is unstoppable, and Mr. Jin's arrival represents his will, should he dare to choose to 

cooperate with others after discovering monazite. So his end couldn't be much better than his old 

enemy General Babulu who died outside the city. Since they are weak, they must have the conscience of 

the weak. 

Buzz told him that Mr. Ye had agreed to loan $200 million before he even knew the results of these 

mining tests and it showed that Mr. Ye did not lend him the loan because he might discover monazite. 

This act astonished General Mopu, but he also nourished vague expectations; after the discovery of 

monazite, what changes will it bring to the southern region? 

But no matter how it will change, it was inevitable that he would become Chairman Ye's agent. 

"So sell the whole south more thoroughly and let these minerals give us modern life," Standing in front 

of the map, General Mopu mumbled to himself. 

Chapter 676: Expectation and tension. 

Five hundred able-bodied soldiers who had followed General Mopu for more than three years were 

quickly selected. They threw away their AK assault rifles, replaced each with a hammer, mounted dozens 

of pickup trucks, and headed for the Sotu rainforest. The Soto Rainforest is located over 200 km from 

the town they were in, and all the way was through grasslands. 

After running for more than three hours, a continuous mountain range began to appear at the end of 

the boundless grassland. On either side of the simple road, a few villages with thatched cottages began 

to appear. On the road near the villages, there was often a playground for children's activities. Seeing 

the long line of vans, these children excitedly chased the vans to the side of the road. In their minds, 

being a member of a van is the biggest dream of their life and the only way forward. 

When someone saw these children, he kicked the body of the van asking the driver to stop and 

distributed a snack to the group of children, then reprimanded them and asked them to not pursue the 

vehicle, and when the van arrived at the edge of the rainforest, Buzz climbed into the car body and 

shouted to the crowd with a microphone. 

"We are on the edge of the mountains that border the Sotu Rainforest. Everyone must keep their eyes 

on the ground and not miss a single crack. When you come across a cliff or a cave, go to the deepest 

point and shoot down all the suspicious stones with your hammer. Perhaps you are wondering exactly 



what we are looking for. We are looking for ore." Buzz pointed out: "A very precious ore. It comes in 

three colors and has a small crystalline appearance, like a cluster of precious stones. Whoever finds this 

ore will be rewarded with a thousand dollars." 

The crowd that was in the vans and is now surrounding the van where Buzz rode was agitated. A 

thousand dollars was definitely a huge amount of money for them. Moreover, the officer said this type 

of ore was very valuable. If someone found it, couldn't they eat and drink spicy food in the future? 

"The reward is there, but I also tell you that anyone who leaks the news here or dares to hide the ore, 

will wait to be judged by military law," Buzz added and continued, "Okay, captains soldiers will bring 

everyone to action and come here to meet before dark." 

With a bang coming from a pistol shot through the air, the crowd dispersed, some started to climb the 

nearby mountain and some drove their vans to start their work in other nearby mountains further. 

The Sotu rainforest covers an area of tens of square kilometers and is surrounded by a circle of blue-gray 

mountains. Here there are countless caves and cliffs, and it takes these five hundred people at least a 

week to search the whole mountain range. 

Buzz has planned to eat and live here all week. Anyway, there are illiterate natives living near these 

mountains, and General Mopu is their god, and Buzz is unafraid that a group of people who are part of 

the Mopu army will be gathering here arouses the suspicions of these natives. 

...……… 

It's been less than a day since Buzz left the city of Shanghai accompanied by Master Metal Expert, and 

here he is now in these mountains. The Master Metal Expert also followed the team of ore hunters, but 

most of the team was unaware of his existence. 

After arriving in the Sotu Rainforest, the Master Metal Expert made a satellite phone call to report the 

news to Ye Qing, then used the tools he carried with him to collect rock samples near the assembly site. 

Hearing that General Mopu had started to act, even Ye Qing, who was already used to seeing big scenes, 

started to get nervous at that time. It was no different from the feeling Buzz had in his office, waiting for 

the mineral analysis report. He felt he couldn't blame himself for being unable to hold his breath. 

Now, the Shi Lei car was becoming more and more popular, and many car owners were frantically 

loading money from their wallets into the smart assistant, just like an in-game currency. 

However, the reserves of Dysprosium Metal in the factory's underground base have become less and 

less and given that in another week, all the reserves of Dysprosium Metal will be exhausted. In such a 

good situation, Shi Lei Automobile will be able to produce 60,000 more vehicles, and there will be 

failures, so why can't Ye Qing be pressed? 

Only when the four tons of metal Dysprosium allocated next month can be received, and only 40,000 

vehicles can be started in a month, will he feel a little relieved, but there was also the situation in the 

Sotu rainforest, how could Ye Qing not be nervous? 

From the Tianjin side, the researched remote driving technology has successfully solved the most 

complex remote timing problem. At the same time, the Shi Lei car has also been connected to highway 



tolls in 14 provinces nationwide. Users do not need to install card readers to manage bank cards. As long 

as the channel is in use, the vehicle-mounted microwave dedicated short-range communication module 

can be connected to the channel device, then the little helper will jump up and ask the owner if he 

wants to take out money from his wallet and give it to the highway toll? 

Quick and hassle-free, this feature was popular with car owners. In the next Shi Lei car system upgrade, 

if there is no accident, the out-of-car payment function will also be launched. Automatically generate 

payment QR code on glass, scan payment for the car wash or repair shop with a mobile phone. 

…… 

"Boss~Boss?" In the underground secret lab, Tianjin lightly tapped Ye Qing with his tail. 

"Eh?" Ye Qing, who was deep in thought in the Sotu Rainforest, suddenly came to his senses. 

"The test can begin, boss." In a temporarily built car washroom, Tianjin, which was acting as a car 

washer, shook the water gun in his hand. 

The Shi Lei car had a powerful intelligent computer control system. Its strength lay in the many 

temporarily available functions. A simple system update allowed unlimited possibilities without 

changing hardware; for example, the out-of-vehicle payment function that is about to be tested is an 

idea proposed by Ye Qing, and Tianjin was in charge of software development. Now that the software is 

developed, they are ready to test it for themselves. 

Ye Qing stood at the door of the humble car wash, and the Shi Lei test car was stopped in front of him. 

"So let's get started!" Ye Qing nodded. 

"The dog is gone ~ driving the car." 

Ye Qing held the car key and shouted at the car in front of him. 

The monster logo of the high-speed car flashed the cold light twice quickly, and at the same time came 

the lovely voice of the intelligent assistant: "The left dog has received, and it will start its function 

automatically." 

There was no one in the cabin, but the wheels of the Lightning and the Shi Lei began to automatically 

return to the right and slowly drove towards the car wash. The automatic storage and the principle of 

automatic parking and positioning technology both detected the space through the obstacle radar 

around the body, and the Shi Lei car did a better job in this regard. 

When the car was arranged in the warehouse, Tianjin pretended to be the car wash man and without a 

word sprayed Shi Lei's car with a water gun indiscriminately, and before a minute had passed, Tianjin 

put away the water gun and shouted at Ye Qing: "Boss, your car has been washed, please come back 

next time." 

"How much?" Ye Qing looked at Tianjin speechless. 

It was just a simple car wash, and Tianjin felt it would anger the boss who hired him. 

"Two hundred, boss, do you pay with WeChat or Alipay?" 



Ye Qing raised his finger and took out his Magic Crystal mobile phone, ready to scan the QR code. 

"I have both, you can scan with WeChat or Alipay." Ye Qing snapped his fingers: "Gouji, help me 

generate a QR code and pay him two cents for the car wash." 

Alipay and WeChat are the mainstream of change payment. Shi Lei car assistant's small wallet is an 

independent account other than the two. However, Ye Qing did not have the ambition to create a third 

payment method to compete with these two monsters. 

After the out-of-vehicle payment function test is no problem, Huge Industrial Monster will ask to 

connect to the payment channels of WeChat and Alipay, and then directly generate a QR code that can 

be recognized by WeChat and Alipay. Now the transistor actually uses special scanning software to 

simulate the deduction process. 

To recharge the smart assistant wallet, its owner could directly use WeChat or Alipay to recharge, which 

has already opened up payment channels before the launch of the Shi Lei car, and it was extremely 

convenient for users to recharge. 

"The dog is gone?" 

Not seeing the QR code on the glass, Ye Qing shouted again. 

"Master, what kind of washing did you do? You didn't clean me at all!" The smart assistant protested, 

"My wiper sensor only lasted 50 seconds since it detected rain. It actually charged you two cents, 

master, I suggest you think calmly. I can navigate to hundreds of conscientious companies that only 

charge twenty for car washes." 

"Haha~" Ye Qing's stomach hurt from laughter: "Give him, just this one time he gets angry, it's worth 

two hundred." 

The intelligent assistant could only persuade but could not go against the consumer's will of the owner. 

In other words, Ye Qing was going to pay 200 Yuan for a car wash, and he was forced and couldn't do 

anything about it. 

With a beep, a clear payment QR code appeared on the cabin side windshield. 

Chapter 677: Blinking Shi Lei. 

The first test was successful.!? 

Although mobile payment is very fast these days, you can complete the payment with a few clicks and 

let others scan it. But mankind's pursuit of laziness is endless, and some people are so lazy they don't 

even want to pull out their cell phones. After all, you have to take out your phone, unlock it, enter the 

payment option, and then enter the payment password or wallet password. Shi Lei's off-car payment 

solved this problem perfectly. No need to unlock, as long as the owner asks, the cute smart assistant will 

do everything else and solve all that mess of activity right now. 

The smart assistant's independent wallet, which is used to complete the payment of various vehicle 

maintenance expenses, also has a very practical advantage. It can record all the consumption records of 

a car and if the owner is interested, he can directly ask the assistant to call the bill, then he can easily 

count how much he spent on car maintenance. 



They say they can afford a car, but they can't afford to maintain it. The little assistant accounts come out 

on their own. It is estimated that car owners who always feel like the money is gone after spending it 

should praise the financial management of the little helper one after another. At the same time, they 

also need to understand how to save money. 

Of course, when it comes to money, payment security is always the first consideration. Otherwise, just 

standing next to Shi Lei's car and asking him to generate a QR code payment isn't a big joke? 

To this end, Tianjin and the company's single-vote electronic engineering experts have invested a lot of 

energy in the field of payment security to ensure the absolute security of the smart assistant's wallet. 

The first hardware security is the car key, with audible fingerprint recognition. 

In addition to the traditional car key function, the Shi Lei car's standard smart key also acts as a binding 

electronic token and fingerprint recognition. Although the user forgets to bring the key, the user can 

also use the mobile phone operating software, mobile-phone fingerprint recognition, or window 

fingerprint recognition to start the car in case of emergency, but if the car key is not detected, all 

payment functions cannot be used. 

On the software side, it comes with powerful voice recognition and contours recognition features. When 

the smart assistant first binds the user, it uses the name assigned by the user to the assistant as a 

keyword to perform voice recognition. So, every time the user calls the assistant's name, it is 

identification. 

Contour recognition is activated when paying outside the car. The Shi Lei car is equipped with a 

panoramic camera, in the next system update, when the out-of-vehicle payment function is launched. 

The user speaks and asks the smart assistant to generate a QR code with a fixed amount, provided it is 

of course not too far from the car. At this time, the smart assistant will capture the outline of the car 

owner through the panoramic camera and perform secondary identity authentication based on voice 

verification through fuzzy body size and shape recognition. 

To do this, the owner does not need any hardware changes, and he just needs to update the program. 

That's the power of smart cars. By managing the data collected by the original automotive hardware, 

endless possibilities can be expanded. It has no limit except in the imagination of the technicians! 

However, Tianjin is the most imaginative little guy; it's about creating an intelligent assistant for the Shi 

Lei car. Even driving a vest that hides on the famous domestic car forums, collecting the problems 

encountered by a large number of car owners in the process of driving, and then selecting the 

representative ones and solving them one by one with their own unique thought. 

Now the out-of-vehicle payment function test has been very successful. 

Ye Qing sat in the cabin of the Shi Lei car, and after explaining to Tianjin what to do, Tianjin continued to 

work hard and brought the large laboratory elevator back to the ground. When he got to ground level 

and got out, he smiled and said, "Gouji, head to the nearest car wash." 

"Master, what service price do you want? I searched and found there are luxury car wash shops and 

automatic express car wash shops nearby." 

"Haha~ Just the one for twenty bucks." 



"As ordered, Master," The shrewd assistant nodded vigorously. Well-bred, he will never try to let the 

owner spend money indiscriminately. 

Ye Qing ran for two blocks according to navigation information, only to find this conscientious company 

that mainly focused on auto repairs and car washes. The price of the car wash, the assistant was able to 

retrieve through the database of Dianping.com; Of course, the purchase of this data is very expensive. 

This auto repair center only had one car wash window and the equipment inside was also outdated. He 

still used a combination of water guns and traditional vacuum cleaners. Of course, on the outskirts of 

the city, don't expect too much for the price of 20 Yuan, and the main business of others was not for car 

washing. 

Seeing Shi Lei parked at the laundromat door, the eyes of several young men who were repairing cars in 

the maintenance area suddenly lit up, and before Ye Qing could honk their horn, two men rushed over. 

"Boss, it's the Shi Lei car rumbling on the Internet. Are you here to fix or wash the car?" 

"Wash the car," Ye Qing smiled and got out of the car. One of the guys was about to get in the car and 

drive the car, but Ye Qing closed the door with a bang. 

Ye Qing's main purpose was to practically test the out-of-car payment function that Shi Lei was about to 

launch, so he walked to the laundry room door and shouted, "Gouji let's go, drive in the car." 

"..." 

The faces of the two guys from the car wash completely had panda eyes "this guy is crazy" because the 

driver of this supercar Shi Lei had already gotten off. He wanted to pretend to be coercive, but there 

was an embarrassing scene. 

Ye Qing shouted at Gouji on the left, but Shi Lei's car did not move, and there was no response. He 

thought strangely for two seconds, then understood the reason. 

It was too noisy here. Next to the laundry room was the auto repair area. Inside, the air pump was 

making a tractor noise and the elevator was also making noise. Ye Qing turned up the volume and 

shouted again, this time the Shi Lei car really responded. 

It seems that car washes and car repair centers have been ignored, in these places, there can be 

problems with high decibel noise pollution. Of course, it is not inconvenient to solve this problem. By 

updating the audio software, Tianjin will be able to achieve a good noise reduction effect. 

Seeing Shi Lei's car enter by itself, the two young men's expressions also changed from "this guy is crazy" 

to "am I crazy". 

"Old...Boss, your car..." 

The two boys suspiciously turned on the water gun, first washed the entire exterior, then sprayed the 

decontamination foam. 

"Don't clean the interior," Ye Qing at the door added, "After all, the interior of the car is spotless." 



"I'll charge you fifteen." The two boys nodded, and while cleaning, they looked curiously at the ghostly 

Shi Lei car. They were surprised by the unmanned driving just now. The car wash has become light at 

this time, for fear of doing something strange. He is really afraid of what is coming! 

Ye Qing, the owner of the car, was sitting on the small bench at the door and playing with his cell phone, 

but the Shi Lei inside, the lights on both sides of the front were flickering, flickering from left to right. 

The lighting was very soft, giving people a comfortable feeling, and the left and right fans also had a 

sense of rhythm and technology. Both boys were startled and thought they had hit something in the car. 

"Ah~ boss, you...your car blinked." 

"Eh?" Ye Qing turned around and saw Shi Lei's car was really "blinking". 

"Master, someone called you." The smart assistant saw there was no movement in the silent reminder 

mode, began to emit signals. 

Ye Qing looked at the phone in my hand: "Who called me?" 

"It's Mr. Jin Liuhai." 

Ye Qing's heart beat violently. His unique Shi Lei was equipped with a car satellite phone. 

After three or two steps to open the car door and get in, Ye Qing pressed the answer button. 

"Boss, Buzz told me earlier that a team found a monazite mine." 

"Have you checked?" At this moment, Ye Qing felt his heart was about to explode. 

"Not yet, this group has appeared on the other side of the mountain. Buzz ordered them to bring the 

ore back and rush back." 

"I want to know the test results as soon as possible." 

"Yes, Boss." 

After getting off the Shi Lei car, Ye Qing felt he was about to be overwhelmed with happiness. He 

wanted to fly to Nigeria now and witness this moment of happiness with his own eyes. 

Wait~ Why do those two guys from the car wash look like hell? 

"Why didn't you wash it?" 

"Old... Boss, your car is too advanced, I... I don't know how to wash it." 

Chapter 678: Distant mountains. 

In Nigeria, in the southwest of the Nsukka region, bordering the Sotu rainforest, the ingenious work of 

nature has created its unique rainforest climate. The green forest located on this continent is dark and 

isolated and has countless plants and biological species that even the oldest local residents were 

unaware of. Local indigenous residents agree the Sotu rainforest at night is a no-go place for human 

beings. 

…… 



Mampia, who just turned 20 last week, is a lucky native born in a nearby village. It was his greatest 

chance to join General Mopu's guard. Therefore, in the exploration team of 500 people selected by Buzz, 

he who was born in the region was lucky enough to be appointed temporary captain of one of the 

groups of soldiers, so he led nine subordinates in the mountains to find this magic mineral. 

The outer mountains of the Sotu Rainforest have a rough outline in Mampia's mind. So he chose to go to 

the other side of the rainforest, the farthest part of the Sotu rainforest to find this magic mineral, 

because in his mind, if there are minerals like gems grouped together in the nearby mountains, they will 

certainly not escape the eyes of the locals who have lived here for generations, and since Demampia has 

never had such luck as a group captain before, he has chosen to take a different path from the other 

group leaders, having in his mind, the other search parties will search the nearby mountains and return 

empty-handed. 

The other side of the Sotu rainforest is uninhabited, where the mountains are steep, and farther north is 

a dangerous desert. It seems like all the nutrients in this land have been absorbed by the Sotu rainforest 

and even the locals won't set foot there based on that idea, so that's where the minerals are most likely 

to get to find.. 

As soon as the nine members of his team learned the hometown of Mampia was nearby, they drove 

their van up the steep mountains without much mobilization. Seeking wealth and risking wealth. 

...… 

When I don't even have the courage to take risks, what else can I talk about? 

This trip was extremely exciting, and the inaccessible rainforest of Sotu gave birth to many wild animals 

that made their home deep in the rainforest. 

…… 

When Mampia and the others passed near a cheetah sleeping behind a rock, the latter charged like 

lightning. Mampia and the others were taken aback and if they hadn't brought two assault rifles to their 

side, and if they hadn't been sitting on the van and two seconds away from the Cheetah… 

This sort of African savanna swallowed deadly hunters and easily digests them as soon as they were 

bitten in the throat with a single face-to-face. ~There's no point in piling too many bare-handed humans 

in front of a cheetah~. 

In the end, the van stopped at the bottom of the mountain. Mampia and his companions crawled 

cautiously up the side of the mountain. When they encountered small gravels, they quickly picked them 

up with their daggers. 

With the sun scorching above their heads and the scorching heat in the air and the absence of clouds, 

Mampia and his group searched from afternoon until the evening, they found many-colored ores, but 

they were not those described by Chief Buzz. 

The enthusiasm of a few hours ago was destroyed by the unforgiving reality and the exhausted body. 

They started cursing, no matter what wild animals they encountered, they threw rocks at them, or shot 

at them to chase them away, and just when they wanted to give up and decided to go down the 



mountain to return to camp in their van, a sturdy ibex with brown and gray fur and curling horns on its 

head appeared before them. 

Mampia unknowingly broke a stone and wanted to burrow the wild goat, shouting with a strange cry of 

"baa~", and he realized one thing. Since he couldn't find the type of ore described by his superior, then 

this plump and strong wild goat, perhaps a beautiful "harvest". 

"Let's catch it!" shouted Mampia enthusiastically. 

The assault rifle rang out, but unfortunately, the nimble goat had already jumped elsewhere, then 

dodged and disappeared behind a small tree... 

Mampia and the others rubbed their eyes fiercely "Did they run into a ghost?". Obviously, there was 

only a lonely dwarf tree, and the goat had nowhere to hide, how can it disappear? 

Holding the barrel of the weapon, the group of people leaned together and bravely stepped forward, 

only to discover there was an inconspicuous cave hidden by the large rock face behind the dwarf tree. 

Mampia and the others were amazed and remembered that before they left Chief Buzz explained to 

them that cliffs and caves were the best targets for exploration. 

Luckily they brought flashlights, and Mampia, the most daring, walked first. The cave was very dry, but it 

had an unmistakable smell. Are there lions in it? 

Assault rifle in hand, Mampia was unafraid and moved forward cautiously. 

"Me in front ~Follow me~" 

After walking a few meters, the cave turned on its side, and when the light flashed in that direction, 

Mampia saw the wild goat, she was trembling, and under the light, her eyes were gray and white, and 

she seemed full of pain. 

There was a sound of a blast of cold air resounding from time to time. Suddenly… Mampia saw deep in 

the cave, not only were the goat's eyes reflective but stones behind it were strewn, small yellow gems 

like diamonds. They were tightly packed together, and the light made them reflect light, and a dreamy 

misty glow appeared on his face. If it weren't for the rocks above their heads, Mampia's group would 

certainly be jumping a meter high in excitement. Green, clumped like diamonds, isn't that the kind of 

magic mineral Captain Buzz was talking about? 

"Quick ~ Sirang, you go to the van and call Mr. Buzz to bring someone immediately." 

Sudden luck caused Mampia to ignore the trembling and badly sore goat. Someone in the back of the 

team immediately responded, then rushed out of the cave. No one thought that just after the 

companion who left to report the message, the exhausted goat suddenly knelt down. 

"My God, this goat can really kneel!" 

"Is she begging for mercy? Or is this her den, and how many cubs hide behind it?" 

Mampia, in a good mood, was surprised and did not hesitate to let go of the goat which brought them 

luck. There are so many animals on the mountain, although it is not as delicious as goat meat, he can 

also satisfy his stomach, right? 



But before he could express his kindness, the kneeling goat kicked his paws, writhed violently on the 

ground, rolled his eyes upwards, squealed, and was about to die. Mampia and his group were so scared 

that they retreated in a panic and the scene that happened at the same time in front of them was really 

bizarre. A shotgun blast went off and just hit a stone, the stone shattered and the sparks all proved the 

goat was unharmed. 

"This... Could there be... a devil here?" A soldier younger than Mampia hid in a corner, his legs dangling 

in fear. 

"Even if... There is a devil, and he has to get out of here, this... this place belongs to us." Mampia got 

scared and his upper and lower front teeth kept fighting. 

They hid behind the corner and watched the goat twitch for a while, black blood flowed from the 

corners of its mouth, motionless, and did not even have the rise and fall of the chest. Someone took 

courage and threw a stone at it. The goat didn't respond at all, but they suddenly heard a faint noise in 

their ears, and then a strange giant snake with a triangular-shaped flat head larger than an egg poked its 

head out from behind the goat. His pupils seemed to be greener than the green gemstones embedded 

in the stone, making the scalp numb and glowing in an instant, and the hairs were standing up all over 

his body. 

"What?" 

Mampia's brain was instantly blank, and the boundless fear subconsciously turned into a self-help act of 

powerfully pulling the trigger. As the muzzle of the weapon spat, the terrifying giant snake leaped up in 

an instant, launching a deadly attack on its throat. 

"Bang~" 

Another gunshot and the head of the giant snake, which was three meters long, entrenched in the pile 

of green ore, unfortunately, burst into the air. The 7.62mm bullet which can kill the elephant easily tore 

off its head, and at the same time, it also penetrated the green mineral heap on the back stone wall. As 

the green ore was ground into a powder, some of it turned into hazy white smoke. The green serpent 

was killed by chance, and Mampia had no time to rejoice. 

Suddenly, Mampia felt an indescribable strange smell in his nose, followed by strong nausea in his 

stomach. 

Chapter 679: Beautiful and deadly minerals. 

The Sirang team's car radiotelegraph manager, heard gunshots coming from the cave, smiled instead, 

thinking there would be meat to eat at night. 

...... 

After receiving the news, Buzz immediately informed the Master Metal Expert with great joy. The latter 

also contacted Ye Qing as soon as possible, saying they would immediately go to the cave for swabs and 

tests. 

From the cave, Mampa and the others stumbled out. It seemed to them that they smelled the most 

unpleasant smell in the world, or they may have inadvertently opened the devil's lair and released his 



breath, causing them to turn purple and vomit continuously. Fortunately, this cave was not deep. 

Mampa came out of the cave, snot and tears could not stop flowing, and his frequency of breathing pure 

air could be uncalculated, wishing that the surrounding oxygen could be wiped out by his lungs. The 

other seven companions also came out, breathing desperately at the same time, and their eyes were full 

of terror. They couldn't understand why the green minerals evaporated and gave off a suffocating smell 

when the bullet hit them. 

Fortunately... they survived. 

An hour later, Buzz rushed down the mountain followed by two vans with dozens of people. 

...... 

It is a miracle of nature. On one side of the mountain range is grassland, and after crossing a piece of 

rock, there is an endless desert, but when you turn your head, the mountains are lush with green trees, 

flowers and plants. 

...... 

"Where are the gems?" 

Seeing the van parked on the edge of the riprap, buzz jumped out of the car and slammed the door, and 

quickly walked over to Mampa who was sitting and hiding lazily in a van: "Sir, it's in a hidden cave in the 

mountain. I will take you." 

The group rushed up the mountain, only to find that under the tree in front of the cave there were 

seven members of the ore hunting team with pale faces and fearful eyes. 

"Sir, Buzz...this cave is poisonous." Mampa weakly gestured at the inconspicuous entrance to the cave 

on the rock wall: "There is also a poisonous snake which cannot be named. Fortunately, we have killed 

it." 

"What are you talking about?" 

Buzz kicked Mampa's thigh and shouted: "Clarify, why did you become like this did you see a ghost?" 

Under Mampa's intermittent explanation, Buzz understood the whole process they went through in the 

cave and everything became clear. A huge poisonous snake with a greener body and greener eyes than 

green gem ore and which emitted poisonous fumes. His heart instantly became worried, he was 

unafraid that this group of people would be poisoned to death. In Nigeria, the most worthless thing is 

human life, let alone the fact that these people no longer seem to be in danger. 

Buzz was worried that the cave was not the monazite mine that Chairman Ye attached great importance 

to, because yesterday in Shanghai City, Mr. Ye did not mention that this mineral is poisonous, and he 

thought it wasn't Mr. Ye's negligence. In the cave, the ore that emits toxic gases may not be the target 

they are looking for. 

Buzz was really knowledgeable. With such a long life, this is the first time he has heard the ore can 

release poisonous gases. Shouldn't they all be icy stones? 

"It's... inside, there's probably a demon living there..." Mampa finally said suspiciously. 



"Jin... Mr. Jin, what do you think?" Buzz didn't listen to his subordinates' nonsense and glanced horrified 

at the Master Metal Expert next to him, its still cold appearance made him unable to understand the 

mood of this "demon king" at the moment. 

"There are no demons in this world. There are many kinds of minerals containing poisonous substances. 

They came across one of these minerals by chance," the Master Metal Expert smiled, not smiling at all: 

"But minerals with such high toxicity are very, very rare. ~? 

"~ Wait, I'll come in and take a look." 

"Ah~ you can't come in..." The few people lying under the tree tried to dissuade him hurriedly, but the 

figure of the Master Metal Expert disappeared at the entrance of the cave. 

Buzz was hesitant to organize a death squad to rescue him, but before he could list a good candidate in 

his mind, the figure of the Master Metal Expert reappeared. A headless emerald green poisonous snake 

with a thick wrist was held in his hand. A palm-sized piece of the emerald green body and minerals 

grouped together like perfect diamond-shaped emeralds were also taken out by him. 

When the wind blew, everyone, including Buzz, covered their noses. 

"I smelled the smell of 'Dysprosium'." 

This time, the Master Metal Expert finally put on a full smile. 

"So... it's not monazite?" Buzz mumbled, covering his mouth and nose. 

"Yes, it's impure monazite. Normal monazite is non-toxic, some strange things are mixed in it," the 

Master Metal Expert lifted the green mineral in his hand and snorted loudly, showing a drunken 

expression. 

"In this ore, there should also be a toxic mineral that forms a toxic compound with other rare earth 

elements in monazite. It also contains powerful radioactive minerals. You can see these square black 

emeralds, the mica copper- uranium from which the metal Uranium is extracted. 

Toxic compounds, radioactivity, and Uranium, these three keywords almost made Buzz sit on the floor in 

fear. God is above, which minerals did they find, a combination of highly toxic models. Yes, there is no 

devil in this world. But these gem-like green minerals are scarier than the devil. Buzz wanted to run 

away, he wanted to get away from that horrible guy who had dared to suck the radioactive material and 

toxic gas into his nose. 

"Have no fear," the Master Metal Expert regained his grim expression: "Uranium ore and toxic 

compounds in nature are usually in low doses and will not cause immediate death. Monazite is a mineral 

of rare earth metal, which already contains a lot of natural resources. It is a rare element, and the more 

poisonous it is, the higher its purity. This beautiful poisonous snake, which has taken up residence in this 

cave, is the best proof of this." 

The Master Metal Expert shook the dead headless snake in his hand, and green-red blood slowly 

dripped from the fracture. The blood fell to the ground, and in the dark environment, it gave off green 

fluorescence like luminous beads. 



"Like a drug addict, this snake is a 'drug addict'," Buzz added in his heart, and his feet didn't stay put at 

all, and he quickly moved away from the metal expert eight paces. 

Whatever the mix, they found the monazite mine. The next thing is to save his life. Looking at what kind 

of ghost, the snake has mutated into. Can people get better when they come into contact with this type 

of ore? 

A small piece of green mineral fell from the palm of the Master Metal Expert. At that time, there was no 

one else within ten feet of him. 

The minerals were crushed and thrown into a reagent which was shortly before in one of the glass 

bottles. The clear reagent instantly boiled and suffocating white smoke rose from the test tube. The 

initially clear liquid quickly turned black and opaque. 

The darker the color, the higher the proportion of dysprosium contained in the mineral. 

This is a premium monazite mine, and next to it is a very high-grade copper-uranium mica. 

High-grade copper-uranium mica has always been a prime collection that ore collectors cannot find. 

Often a small piece can be sold for a higher price than a piece of jewelry. The higher the purity, the 

greener the appearance of the powerful radioactive minerals, and must be packed in a glass tank sealed 

with thick lead in order to enjoy. 

After the responsiveness test was completed, the Master Metal Expert immediately picked up the 

satellite phone and called Ye Qing. 

"Ding ding bell~" 

The phone rang and Ye Qing quickly connected, you could see he was waiting for his message without 

leaving the phone. 

"Boss, we can start mining." 

"What did you say? Hey, the signal doesn't seem to be very good," Ye Qing's phone was very loud. 

"It's the radiation that affects the signal; wait till I dump the ore." 

Chapter 680: Plan to go abroad. 

The world is full of accidents. But sometimes there is a necessity backed by scientific theory. 

…… 

The vast majority of minerals on earth take tens of millions of years of natural changes to slowly build up 

and form. 

Monazite is easily born in hydrothermal deposits and due to the movement of the earth's heat source, 

the mineralized materials scattered in the lower layer of the earth are activated and migrated to the 

surface with upwellings of magma, bringing up a large number of magical mineral deposits present in 

the lower crust, often giving rise to a wide range of mineral species and the small mountain cave is the 

result of hydrothermal deposition which is most evident. Hydrothermal deposits are the most complex 

and diverse types of deposits. Since traces of monazite can be found on the surface, it means there are 



more monazite veins in the unseen depths inside these mountains, and the birth of a hydrothermal 

deposit means the emergence of a variety of rare items. If it is mined on a large scale, more mineral 

species will surely be discovered. 

Hearing the Master Metal Expert report again, Ye Qing sighed and was hopeful after finding the metallic 

Dysprosium. As for the discovery of the associated high-grade copper-uranium mica, it is also a surprise. 

High-grade copper-uranium mica can purify radioactive uranium without reaching the standard of 

weapons-grade enriched uranium, which will lead Ye Qing to consume uranium from earth resources 

and also be unrequired to destroy nuclear weapons. He will purify the uranium to more than 50% and 

transform it into pieces of metal and use it directly as the fuel block of the energy tower. 

Not to mention the uranium, the top priority was to solve the mining of the monazite, then to purify the 

metal Dysprosium. 

…… 

The city of Shanghai is 12,000 kilometers from Nigeria. It is still a straight line air mileage, and the sea 

journey is longer. 

First, Ye Qing had to deal with extreme poverty in Nigeria, with no roads or mechanical equipment and 

even no electricity. 

After hanging up the phone, Ye Qing immediately opened the electronic map, locked it onto the 

southern part of Nigeria, and prepared to formulate a comprehensive mining plan. A large-scale satellite 

map was printed, and the center of the map was over the Sotu Rainforest. The Sotu rainforest is over 

300 kilometers from the Gulf of Guinea to the west and over 200 kilometers from the capital of the 

Anute region controlled by General Mopu. 

Then the problem arose, Ye Qing was going to build two roads first. One led to the sea and the other to 

Anute. These two roads, in order to make up time, can be a bit difficult at first. There will be two two-

lane roads above all, and there will be military and police on duty along the way, which is a must. 

Prospecting will also be carried out, the location of the mine will be selected, the power plant will be 

built, and then heavy mining equipment will be brought in. 

Upon reflection, Ye Qing found that if he wanted to build these things in barren Nigeria, he could only 

move the necessities of the country. Fortunately, he still has a very large construction ship, the Lord 

Duan Battleship, available. 

Since this engineering ship shocked the world by showing off its skills in the Japanese sea, it was sent 

back to Longxi Beach by the Huge Industrial Monster in the name of returning to port for maintenance. 

At first, it had announced he would go to Nigeria to cooperate in the construction of a port, now it 

seems that this ship which was damaged by the storm is really in need of repair. 

Mining and road construction are huge projects. Without the support of the nearest modern port, Ye 

Qing could not bring a huge amount of engineering equipment and raw materials to Nigeria. 

"Wait~" 



Ye Qing, who was calculating the amount of supply and the amount of money he will need, suddenly 

realized something extremely important. At present, Dysprosium Metallic reserves around the Sotu 

Rainforest have not been estimated, is it too early to make these plans? 

After calming down, Ye Qing found it was not too early to come up with this plan through the analysis of 

existing data. Even though the reserves of metallic Dysprosium are small, there are countless other 

resources throughout the rainforest waiting to be tapped. 

...... 

You should know there are so many minerals that you can easily pick them up. 

Yes, grasping this mountain range is like saying, the Huge Industrial Monster sitting on an inexhaustible 

mineral vein of rare metallic elements. So what is he waiting for, let him do it now? 

...... 

The next morning, Ye Qing went to the company to hold a morning meeting. At the morning meeting, he 

first signaled everyone not to state company business, he had some important things to say. 

"The day before yesterday, our partner in Nigeria, in Africa, brought several specimens of minerals from 

the region and asked us to help him test them. After the detection of these minerals, he is speculated 

based on mineral distribution law that there might be metallic Dysprosium. On the same day, I sent an 

employee from the factory department to Nigeria to conduct mining exploration activities with our 

partner, General Mopu. Exploration results have shown there is a rare metallic Dysprosium in this ore 

vein, and the reserves may be astonishing." 

Ye Qing's tone was calm, but the company executives in the circle were all shocked by this amazing 

news. Of course, they know the importance of metallic Dysprosium. Ye Qing asked the purchasing 

manager to send requests for the acquisition of this high-priced metal to the metal mineral trading 

market around the world more than once, but the quantity purchased was not enough. This is why the 

production capacity of the Shi Lei car could not keep up with the demands even after the production 

base was completed. Isn't it because of the shortage of Dysprosium metal that the central plasma 

battery could be unproduced in large quantities? 

"Boss, are we going to buy this mining area to develop it?" Kong Tao was pleasantly surprised. As the 

product sales manager, he is the one who can most feel why the production of the Shi Lei car could not 

keep up with the impact. 

"Yes, this mining area is within General Mopu's sphere of influence, so there is no problem taking it." 

"Our only problem is how do we develop this mining area as quickly as possible?" Ye Qing knocked on 

the table: "Equipment can be bought with money, but equipment alone is not enough. The total area of 

the mining area is several tens of square kilometers. We need a large number of workers to travel to 

Nigeria to participate in this great project for road construction, construction of power plants, and 

mining areas and smelters require a large number of workers." 

The executives all looked at Wu Xiaofan, the director of the construction department. This type of large-

scale technical construction seemed to him to be very suitable, and the latter did not avoid everyone's 

attention but became eager to try. 



"Director Wu should be responsible for the construction plan of the energy service center. This plan is 

just as important as the mining area," Ye Qing looked at the crowd and explained, "We can recruit local 

workers from the area. General Mopu has tens of thousands of employees who will be engaged in semi-

production work. What we need is a management team that can lead them. The number of this team 

should be composed than 100 people, and there is no limit and personnel culture requirement. After all, 

our company's civilian personnel are well qualified, and their lowest education level is in college. ~" 

"~ What I need is a flexible mind that can solve all kinds of difficulties flexibly, and at the same time has 

a good mental and physical shape that can withstand loneliness and is not afraid of the poor standard of 

living in Nigeria i.e. excellent talents After the meeting please send a notice to all departments and 

employees, employees who feel able and willing to work a long time in Nigeria. As long as they pass the 

interview, they will be paid three times their current salary, and round-trip airfare will be reimbursed. 

Every year, rest will be increased by one month, and vacation expenses for Chinese traditional holidays 

will also be tripled. ~" 

"~In addition, the personnel department will immediately prepare a more detailed statement on the 

welfare and treatment of personnel going abroad. ~" 

"~ I want to see the registration list for people going abroad in front of me before going to work in the 

afternoon." 

 


